Introduction
[2] The ionosphere plays a central role in Earth's space weather. Day-to-day ionospheric variability is associated with strong coupling to the regions below and above. Owing to the limited availability of coincident data for the parameters influencing the ionosphere and the coupling within the Thermosphere-Ionosphere (T-I) system, understanding ionospheric density variations is difficult, but it is important for space weather specification and forecasting. A number of factors cause ionospheric variability. These factors include geomagnetic activity from above, as well as waves from below [Forbes et al., 2000] .
[3] It has long been appreciated that geomagnetic activity has short-term effects on the ionosphere [cf. Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001] . Geomagnetic storm effects can last several days. At the equator ionospheric densities respond to changes in the neutral composition and to modifications of the equatorial anomaly by changes in both the neutral winds and the electric fields. Together, observations and theoretical modeling have helped us understand the ionospheric variations during geomagnetic storms, and excellent reviews of those works were presented by Prölss [1995] and Mendillo [2006] . As discussed by Mendillo [2006] , the morphology and the physics of the ionosphere during storms are known and the most important issue is to improve the capacity of ionospheric modeling and forecasting.
[4] However, statistical analysis of extensive, long-term data sets is complicated by the occurrence of both positive and negative responses by the ionosphere. As Matsushita [1959] showed, there are common, global characteristics of F region storms: (1) The ionosphere has positive and negative responses, with the positive phase being more prevalent at lower latitudes; (2) the positive phase has a noticeable local time component; its maximum amplitudes occur near 1800 LT at subauroral latitudes, earlier at higher latitudes, and later at lower latitudes; and (3) positive storms are more pronounced in winter, and negative storms are more pronounced in summer. Prölss [1995] summarized that at the equator the ionospheric response to storms is predominately positive in the daytime. Recent works by Pirog et al. [2006] and Romanova et al. [2006] found that, both in winter and summer seasons, the ionospheric disturbances are positive at low latitudes in the daytime. A positive response is also typical for lower levels of geomagnetic activity [Hibberd and Ross, 1967] .
[5] Owing to the predominately positive response of the equatorial ionosphere, such observations are well suited for statistical analysis using wavelet methods [Mallat, 1989] . Previous studies [e.g., Fagundes et al., 2005; Grinsted et al., 2004; Pancheva et al., 2003 Pancheva et al., , 2004a Pancheva et al., , 2004b Pancheva et al., , 2006 have shown the power of wavelets in extracting short-term variations, using conventional two-band wavelets. In this paper multiband wavelets, which can decompose the data with finer resolutions and better reliability, are used. The accuracy of the multiband wavelets is studied, then they are used to examine the short-term relationships between ionospheric and geomagnetic data during almost two years of daily measurements.
[6] The goal of this study is to better understand the geomagnetic effects on the day-to-day ionospheric variations. While the F-layer peak electron densities were used in previous studies [e.g., Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001; Altadill and Apostolov, 2003; Wang et al., 2006] , GPS receivers now measure the total electron content (TEC), an integrated electron density from the D, E, F, and topside regions. Total electron content measurements can provide significant insights to ionospheric physics on both global and local scales [Mendillo, 2006; Mendillo and Klobuchar, 2006] . Wang et al. [2006] found the TEC and F-layer peak density may respond differently to geomagnetic activity since the relationship between TEC and peak density can be affected by the changing scale heights (owing to the electron temperature variations in storm time).
[7] This study uses TEC measurements from a GPS receiver in Peru and coincident measurements of the peak electron density, the critical frequency of the F 2 layer (f o F 2 ). These data are compared with the Dst index, an indicator of the equatorial geomagnetic activity. Three local hours of measurements (0700 -0800, 1200 -1300 and 1600 -1700 LT) were analyzed to understand the local-time dependence of the ionosphere on geomagnetic activity. There is evidence that the ionospheric response depends on the geomagnetic activity level [Mendillo and Schatten, 1983] ; therefore, the ionospheric response at three levels of geomagnetic activity (Dst > À20 or À50 and including all Dst levels) is also examined. The paper is presented in the following sequence: (1) data description, (2) data analysis (including the wavelet filters and correlation results), (3) discussion, and (4) conclusions. analysis. The TEC data are from a GPS receiver [Valladares et al., 2001] near Ancon, Peru (À77.15°longitude, À11.78°l atitude, 1.47°geomagnetic latitude). Observations from March 1998 to August 1999 are used in this study. Hourly averages of TEC are calculated for all observations whose ionospheric pierce point occurred within À12 ± 2 degrees latitude and À77 ± 2 degrees longitude during the hour selected. The ionospheric pierce point, defined by intersection of the line of sight from GPS satellite to receiver with the peak of the F layer, is assumed to be 350 km. Possible errors from peak altitude variations are minimized by the use of near zenith (±2°) observations in this analysis. Averages of TEC measurements from the three local times (LTs) used (0700-0800 LT, 1200 -1300 LT, and 1600 -1700 LT) are calculated, and any gaps in the TEC data are filled using a cubic spline interpolation. An example of the TEC data, from 1200 to 1300 LT, is plotted in Figure 1a . The TEC decreases between March 1998 to June 1998 and increases to October 1998; then decreases slightly between March 1999 and July 1999. This variation is consistent with the annual anomaly, where the noon values of electron density are usually greater in December than in June.
Data
[9] The f o F 2 data are from a Digisonde at Jicamarca Radio Observatory in Peru [Reinisch, 1996] . The vertical soundings of the ionosphere are normally obtained every 15 or 30 min and were automatically scaled using the ARTIST inversion algorithm [Reinisch and Xueqin, 1983] . These data are downloaded from http://umlcar.uml.edu/DIDBase/, provided by the Center for Atmospheric Research at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell. There are usually 2 -4 measurements in an hour, and all the measurements collected during an hour are used when calculating hourly averages. The local times and dates (0700 -0800 LT, 1200 -1300 LT, and 1600-1700 LT from March 1998 to August 1999) of the averaged f o F 2 data match those of the TEC data. An example of f o F 2 data at 1200 -1300 LT is shown in Figure 1b .
[10] The Dst index is derived from magnetometer measurements at low latitudes and is an indicator of equatorial geomagnetic activity. Hourly Dst data were downloaded from the National Geophysical Data Center (http://ftp.ngdc. noaa.gov/STP/GEOMAGNETIC DATA/INDICES/DST/). An example of the Dst data, at 1200 -1300 LT, is shown in Figure 2 . Generally, values of À50 nT or less are indicative of a storm-level disturbance. Using this criterion there were 20 storms in the time period analyzed, as shown in Figure 2 . Observations for the less disturbed Dst levels are also included in this study (e.g., deviations not exceeding À20 nT or À50 nT). Analysis of these lower levels of geomagnetic activity is unusually limited to atypical sets of observations [e.g., Goncharenko et al., 2006] .
Data Analysis
[11] The temporal variations in all three data series were separated using a set of tailored wavelet filters capable of providing high time resolution. Then cross correlations between the variations at each timescale were calculated in order to better understand their correspondence.
Wavelet Filters
[12] The three data series, TEC, f o F 2 , and Dst observations, were recorded in the time domain, with both the averages and differences having importance. The averages represent the long-term variations of signals, and the differences represent the variations over a short time period. Each can be represented using scaling and wavelet filters respectively. The scaling filter averages consecutive points, and the wavelet filters are Harr wavelets. Both are simple and easy to use, unlike some of the more complex wavelets [Strang and Nguyen, 1996] . The scaling and wavelet filters are expressed as
Wavelet filter 1
[13] Wavelet transforms using these filters are implemented as ''three-band'' filter banks (i.e., three filters H 0 , H 1 , and H 2 are used at each level) as shown in Figure 3 . Three levels of filter banks are shown in Figure 3 separated with down-samplers. The down-samplers select every third point; therefore, the results are only sensitive to events that are separated by three time steps. Scaling coefficients are generated by the H 0 filters, and wavelet coefficients (i.e., the wavelet transforms of the data) are generated by the H 1 and H 2 filters. The wavelet coefficients represent both the frequencies and signal strengths in the data. Discussions of multiband wavelets and filter banks can be found in the work of Vaidyanathan [1993] , Strang and Nguyen [1996] , and Sun et al. [2001] .
[14] In order to understand the ability of the wavelet filters to represent short-term variations in the data, the following tests are made: (1) sinusoidal signals with periods !2 days are input to the filter banks; (2) wavelet coefficients from each filter at each level are collected; and (3) power spectrum of the wavelet coefficients are examined using Welch's method. For each filter at each level, the magnitude of the power is integrated along the frequency spectrum (0 to 1) and the resulting magnitude is referenced as power in the following discussion. As the input periods change, the power extracted by each filter varies and the performance of the filters, that is, how well the filters can represent periodic signals, can be determined. For easier comparison, all the test inputs have the same magnitude, 1. All the power values are also scaled such that the largest power is represented by 1.
[15] The signal power captured by each wavelet filter is shown in Figure 4 , for signals with 2 to 27 day periods. The wavelet filters can best extract the short-term variations with periods of 2 -3, 3 -5, 5 -9, and 9 -15 days. For example, the H 1 filter at the first level can extract most of the 2 -3 day periods (0.5 -0.8 of the total), and at the second level it extracts 0.4-0.6 of the 5 -9 day periods. Therefore, the wavelet filters can be used to represent the short-term variations. As shown in Figure 4 , the data are decomposed to four scales (2 -3, 3 -5, 5 -9 and 9 -15 days) from the first two levels, while only two scales (at $2 and $4 day, respectively) can be obtained from the same levels using the conventional two-band wavelets. (To get the same scales using two-band wavelets, four levels are necessary and less data would be used for the longer periods, resulting in less accurate results). Therefore, the three-band wavelets can provide an accurate representation of data variations in fine temporal resolution.
[16] However, the coefficients from the wavelet filters are affected by the longer periods. For example, the wavelet filter at the second level extracts not only the periods of 9 -15 days but also 0.16-0.34 of the 16 -23 day periods. In this study we focus on periods of 11 days owing to the analysis techniques employed and the same periods being used in previous studies of planetary wave signatures in f o F 2 data [e.g., Forbes et al., 2000; Altadill and Apostolov, 2003] .
[17] In order to obtain a more accurate representation of shorter periods, removing the longer (>11 days) periods is desirable. This is accomplished by using Fourier transforms as a preprocessor [Huang et al., 1998 ]. The Fourier transform is applied to the data, and the values of the longer periods are set to 0 then an inverse Fourier transform is applied. This method can also be used to remove the period overlaps between different wavelet filters seen in Figure 4 . Since similar results are seen without applying the Fourier method to the overlaps, the results presented later are from removing the longer periods only. Therefore, used with the preprocessor, the wavelets can represent periods of 2 -3, 3-5, 5 -9, and 9 -11 days.
Correlation Analysis and Results
[18] The TEC, f o F 2 and Dst data are decomposed to timescales of 2-3, 3-5, 5 -9 and 9-11 days. Then the relationships between geomagnetic activity and ionosphere are evaluated for each scale using cross correlations. The Dst data used include the full range of geomagnetic activity.
[19] The cross correlations between TEC and Dst for each timescale at each local time (0700 -0800 LT, 1200-1300 LT, and 1600 -1700 LT) are shown in Figure 5 . While the correlations between the ionosphere and Dst are negative, owing to Dst being negative, the magnitudes of correlations at each scale are used here.
[20] As shown in Figure 5 , there are significant correlations between TEC and Dst, and similar diurnal trends are seen at all periods. The correlations range from 0.25 to 0.53 at a scale of 2 -3 days, 0.25 to 0.51 at 3-5 days, 0.3 to 0.55 at 5 -9 days, and 0.2 to 0.47 at 9 -11 days. The 95% confidence level is 0.14 for the 2-3 and 3 -5 days results, and it is 0.24 for 5 -9 and 9-11 days results. The different confidence levels are due to selecting the third point at each level when using the down-samplers. All the correlations (except that for 9 -11 day in the morning) exceed the confidence levels and the averaged correlation is as high as $0.4.
[21] As seen in Figure 5 , the correlations between the Dst and TEC increase from morning to afternoon. The increase is seen at all scales: 2 -3, 3 -5, 5 -9, and 9-11 days. For example, at scales of 2 -3 days, the correlation increases from 0.25 (in the morning) to 0.43 (at noon) and 0.53 (in the afternoon). To avoid possible effects from the prereversal enhancement that occurs just after sunset [Farley et al., 1986; Haerendel and Eccles, 1992] , measurements at 1600 -1700 LT were presented in this study; however, 1700 -1800 LT observations give similar results. This is consistent with positive disturbances observed in the equatorial regions during the main phase of most ($88%) magnetic storms at 0900 -1800 LT [Adeniyi, 1986] . However, higher correlations are seen in the afternoon than at noon, presumably owing to local time variation of the neutral winds and electric fields.
[22] The correlations of f o F 2 with Dst are also examined, using the same methods used for TEC and Dst. Typically, the correlations are $0.2 lower for f o F 2 than for TEC (but the confidence levels are similar, 0.14 -0.24). An example, the correlations at local noon, is shown in Table 1 . While the f o F 2 represents peak electron densities at the F 2 layer, the TEC is integrated electron densities from the D, E, F (F 1 and F 2 ), and topside layers of atmosphere. Owing to the more limited volumes involved, the peak density is more sensitive than TEC is to coupling with lower and higher altitudes.
Discussion
[23] Geomagnetic activity is often divided into quiet times, moderately disturbed times and storms. While most recent work has focused on storm times (Dst < À50) [e.g., Buonsanto et al., 1992; Buonsanto and Foster, 1993; Richards et al., 1994; Richards, 2002; Field and Rishbeth, 1997; Basu et al., 2001; Fuller-Rowell et al., 2002] , the data used in this study include the full range of geomagnetic activity, including quiet and moderate conditions (Dst > À20 and À50). The correlations between TEC and Dst at different geomagnetic conditions at 1200-1300 LT are shown in Table 2 for each timescale, and a similar dependence on Dst is seen in the morning and evening observations. It is surprising that a significant correlation between TEC and Dst is seen even during quiet conditions. The other notable result is that significant correlations are seen for the longer periods at moderate levels of activity.
[24] As shown in Table 2 , the correlation between TEC and geomagnetic activity increases with geomagnetic activity, as expected. What was not expected is the correlation above the 95% confidence level (by $0.05) at the 2-3 day periods even during the quieter times (Dst > À20). This result indicates that even low levels of geomagnetic activity have a measurable effect on the equatorial TEC. While the cause of this correlation cannot be determined from these data, the 2 -3 day period is close to the time period for recovery ($1 day) of the neutral winds (A. Burns, personal communication, 2008) . Thermosphere-ionosphere general circulation model (TIEGCM) results may be useful for understanding whether neutral winds contribute significantly to the observed correlation. Previous work by Altadill and Apostolov [2003] found signatures of planetary waves with 2-3 day periods at higher latitudes (50°-60°) over Europe. If planetary waves are responsible for the observed correlations, this suggests their effects are more significant at the equator than would Figure 5 . Correlations between Dst and TEC at Ancon, Peru, as a function of local time. be expected from the work at higher latitudes, or that their effects on TEC are more significant. Altadill and Apostolov [2003] saw signatures of planetary waves with 2 -3 days in 12% of the days. Assuming the planetary wave signatures can be seen for the 3 days after being produced, there would be events producing these waves on 4% of the days. This corresponds approximately to the number of storms (20 in the $500 days used in this study) with Dst < À50 during the observations analyzed here. However, significant correlations are seen for all three levels of Dst considered (Table 2) , indicating the source of the 2 -3 day correlations occurs much more frequently than during geomagnetic storms with Dst < À50.
[25] More distinct correlations are seen when days with moderate geomagnetic activity are included. When all data for which Dst > À50 are included, at the 2 -3 day scale a correlation of 0.37 is seen, and a 0.3 correlation is seen at both 3 -5 and 5 -9 day scales. The effects of moderate activity (Dst > À50) seem to persist for $10 days, significantly longer than the timescales for the neutral winds. Atmospheric waves may play a significant role in the persistence of the correlations. Recent studies have suggested geomagnetic activity can be responsible for at least 0.2 -0.3 of the total planetary wave signatures in the midlatitude F region in the periods of 5-10 days [Altadill and Apostolov, 2003; Fagundes et al., 2005] . Planetary wave activity would force the ions and consequently affect the electric fields and the ionosphere.
Conclusions
[26] Hourly averages of the Total Electron Content (TEC) and critical frequency of the F 2 layer (f o F 2 ) from one and a half years (March 1998 to August 1999) of observations at an equatorial station in the American sector are compared with Dst, a proxy for the equatorial geomagnetic activity, at three local times (0700 -0800 LT, 1200 -1300 LT and 1600 -1700 LT). Comparisons are made for data that include the full range of geomagnetic activity, and for data limited to quiet and moderate conditions (Dst > À20 and À50). Although no attempt was made to separate positive and negative storms, most of the storms ($90%) are positive, as expected for an equatorial station, and the analysis concentrates on the recovery period, during which a positive response is expected. When all the data are included, the correlations increase from morning to afternoon, and comparisons of data with periods of 2-3, 3 -5, 5 -9 and 9 -11 days show significant correlations between TEC and Dst. Even for somewhat quiet conditions, Dst > À20, correlations clearly above the 95% confidence level (by $0.05 at noon) are seen between Dst and TEC at periods of 2-3 days. Significant correlations at 2 -3 day periods are seen for all the levels of geomagnetic activity examined. While such variations are often attributed to planetary waves, studies of the midlatitude ionosphere [e.g., Altadill and Apostolov, 2003] find planetary wave effects are significantly less prevalent than is seen in the equatorial observations analyzed in this paper.
[27] Under moderately disturbed conditions (Dst > À50), significant correlations can be seen for even longer periods examined. While the correlations vary with local times as the neutral winds do, this persistence could be a consequence of the planetary wave activity which reportedly results from geomagnetic activity [cf. Altadill and Apostolov, 2003; Fagundes et al., 2005] . However, if planetary waves are responsible, their effects are more significant over South American than is expected from the previous analyses of data from midlatitudes. While the neutral winds also respond to geomagnetic activity, their recovery time is expected to be shorter than the periods studied (A. Burns, personal communication, 2008) . Although further analysis is necessary to understand the observed relationship between TEC and Dst, the correlations clearly represent a significant portion of the observed TEC variation.
